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International Data Corporation (IDC), a leading market research and analysis firm focusing
information technology, telecommunications and consumer technology has revealed that worldwide
spending on cloud services will shoot up threefold, reaching $44.2 billion by 2013. Another recent
report from Gartner predicts that the volume of enterprise data will touch a remarkable height of
650% by the next five years.

Evaluating these situations McAfee, the worldâ€™s largest security technology developer continues to
extend its security leadership to the Cloud with new enhancements to its security platform for the
Cloud. The trusted McAfee Cloud Security Stage provides a framework allowing customers to
extend their security and policy enforcement into the Cloud by securing the three primary channels
of traffic â€“ email, web and identity. It was officially announced at the 10th Cloud Expo, June 11-14,
held at New-York. The role of the McAfee cloud security is quite comprehensive, it not only protects
data that resides or travels across the network and the Cloud, but also shields their organization,
their remote offices and their mobile workers against emerging Internet threats. Hence, by
transitioning appropriate business functions to the Cloud will help businesses to shield their network
or office in an advanced manner. It fosters streamlined business processes, greater business agility,
increased security and stronger access management.

Before zeroing to install McAfee software on any system or server, experts should give heed to the
opinions given by several security testing institutes or labs like AV-Test, AV-Comparatives, etc. In a
recently conducted test to compare software performance of cloud-based products in the categories
of Protection, Repair and Usability the McAfee VirusScan Enterprise with EPO 8.8 bagged 5.0, 4.0
and 5.0 points respectively. The products analyzed were made to go through a common virus or
malware sample, and the operating system was kept windows7 in all, and level play ground was
offered in terms of product settings and Internet updates. However, before going for a paid version,
it is better to learn about the product features and suability through the trial version, also take a
sneak into the McAfee reviews available with noted tech support or antivirus support vendors.

In case of hassles or software problems, you can rely on the McAfee support services to diagnose
and effectively out-root that. Experts can make use of suitable remote tool to scan the status of the
various integrated components of Windows (event viewer, registry settings, action center/security
center, etc.) and Mac (.plists and System Preferences) to conclude the background causes. After
understanding the status experts can put into action the right troubleshooting methodology to fix
prevailing errors. In the course of troubleshooting experts can uninstall McAfee, update and upgrade
the software. And if required, they can augment existing security features as per your business
portfolio. McAfee Cloud Security Services are available for your clean pipes initiatives or any of your
cloud-based or hosted networks. Thus, realizing the dream concept of McAfee i.e. Security-as-a-
Service for complete endpoint, email, web, and network protection through the cloud thereby
slashing the costing of the IT department, and time, effort, & costs for faster and minute-to-minute
updated protection. With effective, efficient, and fully managed protection you can focus more on
your business.
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Neha - About Author:
The author is a technician at Techvedic technologies, a firm that delivers end to end a McAfee
Reviews to clients. Install McAfee, a Uninstall McAfee, computer technical support, a Remove
McAfee are few services offered at this one platform along with many others.
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